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Mike Dunkley Chosen as Aviation Maintenance
Technician of the Year

A

viation is a highly regulated industry, and almost all of those
flying and maintaining aircraft do so with integrity and
technical skill. How, then, is excellence acknowledged and
rewarded in this environment? Each year, the Federal Aviation
Administration selects outstanding aviation personnel for
special recognition. The FAA puts it this way: “For more than
50 years, the General Aviation Awards Program has recognized
aviation professionals in the fields of flight instruction, aviation
maintenance/avionics, and flight safety for their important
contributions to the aviation community.” The Aviation
Maintenance Technician (AMT) who is selected receives the AMT
Mike disassembles a horizontal stabilizer.
of the Year Award.
Last fall MMS Aviation
nominated Mike Dunkley, and much to his surprise (not ours!), he was chosen to receive
the award for 2021. Mike will receive the award from the FAA in a ceremony at AirVenture
2021 in Oshkosh, WI, in July.
Mike began his aircraft maintenance career as an apprentice aircraft maintenance
engineer with Air Rhodesia, later Air Zimbabwe. Thirty-five years ago, Mike left the
airline when he and his wife, Isobel, joined Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) where
he maintained that organization’s aircraft. They served different MAF operations in
Africa before coming to the U.S., and Mike became a maintenance instructor at Moody
Aviation in Tennessee. For the past 15 years, Mike has been a supervisor at MMS Aviation,
mentoring apprentice mechanics and sharing his knowledge with other MMS staff.
Mike and Isobel, join staff in
There’s no way to calculate the impact of the Dunkleys’ ministry. Mike’s former
praying for a plane’s mission
students and apprentices are scattered around the globe, serving as pilots and mechanics
to Niger, Africa.
who provide effective and safe transportation
for missionaries.

Mike being
his usual
cheery self!

Mike replaces the aluminum
skin on an aircraft control
surface.

Everts Complete Service at MMS
Glen Evert began the aircraft maintenance apprenticeship
in March 2014. After finishing his training, he accepted
a staff position of supervisor. His aircraft maintenance
skills and attention to detail, especially in aircraft
structural repair, have greatly benefited the
organizations that MMS has served.
Early in their time at MMS, Glen’s wife,
Kris, assisted in the accounting department.
She became Chief Financial Officer when MMS’
previous CFO retired.
MMS Aviation is grateful for the seven
years Glen and Kris have been part of MMS’ ministry.
MMS is also grateful for the team of prayer and financial supporters who
partnered with the Everts throughout their time with MMS.

MMS Reworks Horizontal Stabilizer
On November 8, 2020, a severe windstorm hit the South America Mission
center of operations in Peru. An open-sided pavilion-style hangar over
the SAMAIR floatplane was lifted by the wind and fell on the Cessna 206,
damaging it beyond economical repair (even for MMS). The floats escaped
storm damage and were installed on a SAMAIR 206 that had been on wheels.
Another Cessna 206 has been purchased to replace the damaged plane.
Even during floatplane operation, a 206 horizontal stabilizer receives a
great deal of stress. MMS is building one for the SAMAIR Peru floatplane that
incorporates stronger leading edges. Mark Heikoop and Dale Coates are doing
this work. When the job is complete, the stabilizer will be like new. It will be
painted inside and out, with broken and worn parts repaired or replaced, and
all new hardware, ready to be installed.

Dale and Mark discuss the repair/modification.

SAMAIR’s damaged
floatplane in
happier times

Mark finishes riveting the lower skin.

HANGAR HIGHLIGHTS

A bit of what’s happened recently
Completed!
The Piper Malibu annual inspection and avionics/instrument
panel upgrade are complete. It is now in service taking ministry
teams throughout the U.S. Chris Jutte performed the inspection
assisted by Rebekah Patterson, and Mike Dunkley installed the
new avionics and instrument panel. Jim Newman provided
Mike with avionics assistance at various points.
The Cessna 182 that supports mission work in rural
Guatemala is ready to go back there. The engine was
overhauled, and the aircraft inspected.
Piper Malibu and its new
instrument panel

Brazil Floatplane
Cessna 182 ready for ministry
flying in Guatemala

Repairs were completed, and the fuselage was painted.
Final assembly is well under way. Jenny Haver supervises
this project with Chris Jutte, Jay Shearer, and Kyle
Wagner working with her.

Piper Navajo Chieftain
Chuck Egbert and Dale Coates work on this plane
based in Florida that serves missionaries in Central
America. Two service kits that eliminate FAA
Airworthiness Directives are being installed. The
plane will also get its annual inspection.

Kyle installs a wing
flap on the Brazil
floatplane.

Engine Shop
The Engine Shop continues to be a busy place. Bryan Martin nears
completion of an overhaul of a Continental engine for a Beechcraft
Bonanza used in ministry within the U.S. Rebekah Patterson overhauls
a Continental engine for an Arizona-based plane that flies ministry
teams into Mexico. And Josh Snader overhauls a turbo-charged
Continental for a mission aviation program in the highlands of Bolivia.
Josh Adelsberger supervises Engine Shop activity.

Bryan and
the Bonanza
engine

Rebekah
assembles a
magneto.

The “tail feathers” of the Chieftain were
removed to install the service kits.
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ne of Jesus’ most tender moments with his disciples was also
one of his last. They celebrated the Passover together, a
ceremonial meal that reminded the Children of Israel of God’s
deliverance from slavery in Egypt. On that occasion, shortly before
His crucifixion, Jesus established a lasting reminder for all who would
believe in Him. This continues to this day when Christians take the
bread and the cup in remembrance of His sacrifice. At that last meal
together, Jesus commanded them to love one another, making it clear
that this love would be the sign by which all people would know they
were His disciples.
You know that MMS Aviation is good at fixing airplanes. In the last 46 years we have served more than
120 different organizations whose aircraft are flying all over the world. You know that our mechanics have many
decades of experience, and their
skill is recognized even by those outside of our circle of missionary
aviation. You also know that we train apprentices; more than 100 men and
women have come to MMS to gain experience and training so they can
serve as missionary pilots and mechanics.  
But I want you to know how this organization loves. We like to
eat meals together as families, and though it is not the remembrance
of Passover, it is precious time to share. We talk about ways God has
taken care of us in the past, and we discuss current situations that need
His guidance. We pray together regularly and help carry each other’s
burdens. We’re not perfect; we get on one another’s nerves, and there
are occasionally sharp words. But those rare moments are eclipsed
by the times of fellowship that can only exist when brothers and
sisters are united through the blood of Christ and share the purpose of
making Christ’s name known among the nations. As our world opens up more and more, one
of our prayers is for more fellowship around the tables ---time to remember, time to serve, and time to love.
For His glory,
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